
1st dam
SUPER PIE, by =Pivotal (GB). Winner at 3 in FR, $16,912 (USA). Dam of 2 foals, 1 to race, 1 winner--
=Super Mac (FR) (g. by =Makfi (GB)). 4 wins at 2 and 3, placed at 4, 2017 in FR, $104,352 (USA).
=Olmedo (FR) (c. by Declaration of War). See below.

2nd dam
Super Lina (FR), by =Linamix (FR). Winner at 2 in FR, $78,933 (USA), 2nd Prix Penelope [G3], Prix Rose de Mai. Half-sister to =SUPER CELEBRE (FR) ($410,656 (USA), Prix Noailles [G2], etc., sire), =Superman (FR) ($228,225 (USA), 2nd Prix Scaramouche, etc.). Dam of 2 winners--
Art Contemporain (c. by Smart Strike). Winner at 3 in FR, $62,450 (USA), 3rd Prix Noailles [G2].
Super Pie (f. by =Pivotal (GB)). See above.

3rd dam
=SUPER CELEBRE (FR) (c. by Peintre Celebre). Winner at 2 and 3 in FR, $410,656 (USA), Prix Noailles [G2], 2nd Prix du Jockey Club-French Derby [G1], Prix Lupin [G1]. Sire.
=Superman (FR) (g. by $Bigstone (IRE)). 10 wins, 3 to 7 in FR, $228,225 (USA), 2nd Prix Scaramouche, Prix du Grand Camp.
Super Lina (FR) (f. by =Linamix (FR)). Black type placed winner, see above.
=Superior Officer (FR) (c. by Anabaa). 7 wins, 3 to 8 in FR, $128,392 (USA).
Super Blue Cat (c. by Bluegrass Cat). Winner at 4 and 6 in FR, $58,361 (USA).
=Sixpence (FR) (g. by Kingsalsal). 3 wins at 4 and 5 in FR, $55,502 (USA).
Super Indian (FR) (g. by Indian Charlie). 5 wins at 4 and 5, 2017, $44,804(USA).
=Super Woman (FR) (f. by =Sageburg (IRE)). Winner at 2 in FR, $22,753 (USA).

4th dam
SOUTHERN SEAS (GB), by Jim French. 4 wins in 8 starts at 3 in ENG, $12,633 (USA). Half-sister to
=Sadrino (FR) (3rd Prix Juigne). Dam of 6 winners, including--
=SECONDE BLEUE (f. by =Glint of Gold (GB)). 2 wins at 4 in FR, $62,956 (USA), Prix du Grand Camp, 3rd Grand Prix de Rouen.
Special Delivery (IRE) (f. by Danehill). Winner at 3 and 4 in FR, placed in 1 start at 4 in ENG, $45,814 (USA), 3rd Lethbe & Christopher Dahlia S. [G3].
=SEURAT (IRE) (c. by =Crimson Beau (GB)). Winner at 3 in FR, $51,371 (USA), Prix Jean de Chaudenay [G2], 2nd Prix de Turenne. Sire.
=Olmedo (FR)
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SOPHONISBE (IRE) (f. by =Wollow (IRE)). Winner at 3 in FR, Prix Charles Laffitte.
ZAGREB (c. by Theatrical (IRE)). 2 wins in 3 starts at 3 in IRE, $554,553 (USA), Hwt. at 3 on Irish Free Hand., 11 - 14 fur., Budweiser Irish Derby [G1]. Sire.
=Sea Symphony (f. by Faraway Son). 2 wins at 4 in FR, $4,664 (USA).
=Silk Road (FR) (f. by Fabulous Dancer). Winner at 3 in FR, $36,586 (USA), 3rd La Coupe Piaget.
=Suivez (FR) (f. by Fioravanti). Winner at 2 and 3 in GER, 2nd Idee Festa Rennen.
Supergirl (f. by Woodman). See above.

RACE RECORD for =Olmedo (FR): Unraced.